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1. 
This application is a continuation in part of 

Ser. No. 735,733, March 28, 1949, now abandoned. 
The invention relates to check valves particu 

larly for use with devices to prevent a backflow 
Of containated uid into the Outlet of a device 
having its inlet end connected to a Source of fluid 
Supply. 

the primary purpose of the invention is to 
provide a double acting check valve mechanism 
for closing air vents in a casing having inlet and 
outlet ends, and to prevent backflow thru the 
double valve When a greater pressure exists at the 
Outlet end. 
Another object is to provide a check valve hav 

ing more than One check Valved opening co 
operably combined in a single unit. 
Another object is to provide a check valve unit 

having multiple chamber means found within a 
flexible Wall Surrounding the chamber means 
whereby a greater initial pressure can be held in 
One chamber than in another chambered portion 
Ci the device. 

Anotheir object is to devise means for changing 
the differential of preSSure betWeen the multiple 
chambers of the instant type of device. 
A further object is to maintain a greater pres 

Sure in that portion of a flexible tubular check 
valve enber that overlies the inside of an ad 
jacent perforated casing wall area to thereby 
minimize aspiratory noise therethru caused by 
the entrainment of air by a stream of water 
passing thru the check valve and the casing. 
Other and further objects and purposes will 

appear during the progreSS Of the Specification. 
Only one form of reduction to practice is illus 

trated by the drawing and it is specifically under 
stood that reduction to practice shown may be 
changed within that anticipated by the Specifica 
tion and Within the Scope of the claims. 
The figure of the drawing illustrates in vertical 

median Section, a valve Organization as embodied 
in the invention. 
The drawing shows a valve member made of 

distortable material capable of returning to nor 
mal shape and having an inlet end 2 and an 
outlet end 3 with a preferably bell shaped valve 
member 4; attached to a cage intervening be 
tween the inlet 2 and outlet 3 and formed by 
barred spider Washer 5, Secured in a groove G, 
provided circumferentially internally of the 
flange F which is extended radially outward of 
the inlet end 2 of the member , the latter in 
serted into the casing 7 and resting on the in 
ternal annular shoulder portion 6 of casing 7 
which is provided with thread means T for pres 
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Sure Sealing and coupling the device to a source 
of pressure fluid Supply. 
The casing is provided with vents W, thru 

the Wall thereof. The casing 7 being coupled to 
a Source of preSSure fluid Supply and liquid under 
preSSure flowing thru the valve member f, the 
bell washer inserted into and encased by the 
flexible sleeve portion of member , surrounding 
bell 4 forms a chamber 4C which causes the 
member to be bulged radially outward under 
the influence of internal pressure as shown by 
dotted lines B, closing the vents W. The flowing 
liquid forms a circumferential sit opening BS 
between the lower peripheral extremity of bell 4. 
The inside wall of member permits the passage 
of pressure fluid thru slit BS into another cham 
ber C defined by the member which has the 
transverse diaphragm like outlet end 3 normally 
closed provided with a forwardly projecting lipped 
portion I, which is sit at AS; the lipped portion 
I forming the opposite sides bordering the slit 
AS and normally touching one another to close 
the Slit AS. 

It will be noted that a comparatively large an 
nular clearance Space is provided between the 
Wall of member and wall of casing 7 which is 
closed by bulge B of sleeve due to internal pres 
Sure. The large clearance Space is made practical 
Without danger of leakage of internal pressure 
fluid thru the vents, due to internal pressure 
Within member being enhanced by the double 
baffle effect of bell 4 and closed end 3 of member 

causing the same to expand against wall of 
Casing 7 as at B. 
The member when in operation will normally 

retain liquid in the chambers both above and 
below the bell 4 as atmospheric pressure or other 
preSSure exerted against the external closed por 
tion of member f will close slit AS and compress 
E. all of member against the periphery of 
el 4. 
The drawing shows bell 4 as forming a baffle 

With an imperforate wall portion presenting a 
Seating face interceding intermediate of the cage 
5 and outlet end 3, of sleeve member . The 
bell 4 is held in juxtaposition with the barred 
Spider forming cage 5 and concentric to the flange 
IF and the wall of member . The lower edge 
of bell 4 is concomitant with the surrounding wall 
of sleeve member made of deformable material. 
When external pressure is exerted against the 
exterior of member the wall thereof is collapsed 
around baffle 4 and the lip bordered slit end 
3-L-AS is urged shut until such time as ex 
ternal pressure becomes great enough to over 
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come the resistance of the lipped end L-AS of 
member reversing the same thru the slit end 3 
and into the chamber C of member . The 
forward face of bell 4 intercedes between the 
Openings of cage 5 and slit AS. The wall of 
member will deform under external pressure, 
collapse and cause slit AS to be opened in a 
reverse direction. It is obvious that without 
baffle 4 the openings of cage 5 between the bars 
thereof would permit the lips of member to be 
urged therethru by excessive external pressure 
and thereby permit backflow of pressure fluid 
thru Sleeve member . 

Unless atmospheric or other pressure enters 
above inlet end 2 liquid in the chambers of rem 
ber can not be expelled. Further, if the assem 
bly as shown Were disconnected, being full of 
liquid, the normal tension of Wall of member 
against the periphery of the bell would hold a 
body of liquid in the chamber above bell A while 
the tension of lipped portion 3 of member 
closing the slit AS would retain liquid in the lower 
chamber C. 
A bell shaped washer 9 made of metal or other 

Suitable rigid material retains the bell A in as 
sembled relationship with spider 5 by means of a 
rivet R or othel Suitable means. 
When a Subatinospheric pressure exists at the 

inlet end 2 in the cinainager & C the member is 
collapsed by atmospheric pressure against tine 
periphery of beii forming a check valve by the 
contact of beil member with the wall of hember 
while slit AS is likewise closed by a subatinos 

ihelic preSSure existing in chanber 3C. 
Saving described the invention and the opera. 

tion thereof, the following claims are made: 
1. A backflow preventei" comprising a tubular 

sleeve.neinber having inlet and outlet ends and 
being made of . deformable material capable Gi 
resuming shape after being deformed, the sleeve 
being provided. With pressure Sealing inneans for 
Inaking a connection. With a Source of preSSure 
fiuid Supply at the inlet end and having an in 
perforate Side Wall portion between the tWO ends, 
a normally closed lip bordered slit outiet end 
forming a check valve, a fiexible bell shaped 
meniber secured in concentric relationship to the 
inlet end and within the sleeve, the periphery of 
the bell projecting toward the sleeve Wall and 
constituting a second check valve in combination 
With the surrounding wall of said sleeve whereby 
subatmospheric pressure within the inlet end 
above the bell will permit atmospheric pressure 
to urge the sleeve Wall inwardly against the pe 
riphery of the bell preventing ingress of pressure 
fiuid toward the inlet end past the periphery of 
the bell, the normally closed lip bordered Slit end 
of the sleeve being further compressed together 
by external pressure against the lipped end and 
providing additional check valve means at the 
outlet end of said sleeve, resisting backflow of 
pressure thru the sleeve. 

2. A deformable sleeve as defined by claim 1 
inserted into a tubular casiing having an inlet end 
and an outlet end, with vent means thru the cas 
ing Wall between two ends, the pressure Sealing 
means including juxtapositioned conco; initant ill 
let ends of the casing and sleeve, the imperforate 
side Wall of Said sleeve Overlying Said Weat ineans, 
internal pressure expanding Said in perforate side 
wall against the casing wall closing Said Wents 
against egress of pressure fluid, Said bell Washer 
forming a baffle to impede flow of pressure fluid 
thru the sleeve and expand Same against the cas 
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4. 
ing Wall, the normally closed lip bordered slit end 
forming a restricted outlet adapted to resist flow 
of pressure illuid thru said sleeve to further en 
hance the effects of internal pressure causing the 
expansion of Said sleeve above Said bafile against 
the casing wall to close said vents. 

3. An article of manufacture comprising a 
sleeve inember made of deformable material hav 
ing a fanged inlet end, a normally closed Slit ire 
stricted outlet end and an imperforate tubula, 
Wall betweein the ends, a caged Support, juxtapo 
sitioned across the inlet end and attached to a 
ba?ile disposed concentrically within the imper 
forate Wall of the member Surrounding Said baffle, 
Saline dividing the inside of Said sleeve inenber 
into two chanibel'S and preventing the Slit outlet 
end of the deformable member from being re 
Versed thu Said caged Support by external pres 
Su'e. 

4. A device as defined by claim 3 Whelein the 
concentrically disposed bafile is ball shaged and 
the peripheral edge of the bell juxtapositioned, 
extended toward, and concentric with the wall of 
the deformable Sleeve meinber. 

5. An articie of manufacture as defined by 
claim 3 wherein the flange of the sleeve Waive 
inleinker foilins a gasket extended radia.ily out 
Wardly of the iniet, and adapted to forim pressure 
Sealing ineans for insertion between Opposing 
faces of coupling means adapted to retain Said 
sleeve inenber in a pressure Sealed position inter 
rupting between a Source of fuid Supply and the 
outlet end of a fluid conduit. 

6. A backfiow preventer check valve unit, in 
cluding a, tuquial' casing having inlet and outlet 
ends and being vented betweein the two ends. 
combined with a sleeve member having a fanged 
send concognitant With the inlet, and being inade 
of shape reSunning deformable in atterial, the inlei. 
end of said casing extended radially outwardly 
fol'inning an annular shoulder Supporting the 
fanged end of the sleeve the opposita end of the 
Sleeve inember provided with a normally closed 
lip-bordered slit outlet passageway for pressure 
fluid, a cage having a rigin juxtapositions d coin 
colitant. With the flange, a baffle depending from 
Said linn and eXtending transversely of Said sleeve 
intermediate of the two ends, said baffle present 
iing a seating face toward the closed end of said 
Sleeve member, Said sleeve nember being urged 
toward Said Seating face by external pressure at 
Such timeS as preSSure internally of said sleeve 
is less than external preSSuire thereagainst, the 
slit end of Said sleeve member forming one check 
valve Subject to being urged shut under one con 
dition of external pressure, a second check valve 
formed by the conjunction of the sleeve wall with 
Said baffle whereby in the event of the sit end 
of the Sleeve being inverted by excessive external 
pl’eSSure, the Wall and the slit end of Said sleeve 
urged against Said baffle will prevent reversal of 
the outlet end of said sleeve thru said cage and 
backflow of preSSure filiid thru the inlet end. 

7. An article of manufacture including in com 
bination a casing having inlet and outlet ends, 
ports communicating with atmosphere tiaru the 
casing Wall between the two ends, the inlet end 
forming pressure Sealed connecting means for a 
Source of pressure fluid supply, together with a 
tubular sleeve valve member, made of shape re 
Sunning deformable material, one end extended 
into the inlet end of said casing, and toward the 
outlet and Overlying said ports, one end of the 
sleeve provided with an annular shoulder con 
comitant with said inlet end of said casing, a 
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cage of relatively rigid material juxtapositioned 
With Said annular shoulder and means forming a 
baffle extended across the inside and intermediate 
of the ends of the sleeve, check valve means 
formed by the juxtaposition of said sieeve wall, 
and Said baffle, a second check valve formed by 
that end of Said sleeve that is toward the outlet 
end, Same being inturned and bordering a sitted 
paSSage for pressure fluid, whereby abnormal 
internal preSSure will be effective to open both 
check Valves and expand said sleeve to close the 
casing ports, abnormal external pressure acting 
to collapse Said sleeve and urge the slitted end 
toward Said baffle closing said outlet passage, un 
der the effects of further excessive external pres 
Se. 

8. A device as of claim 7 wherein the slitted 
end of the sleeve is lipped, same being urged 
against Said baffle thereby preventing the slitted 
end from being opened by excessive external pres 
Sure and being completely reversed thru the cage 
OpeningS. 

9. A device as defined by claim 7 wherein the 
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sleeve valve member is divided into two chambers 
located on Oppoiste sides of the baffle, one cham 
ber located on the inlet Side with a Second chain 
ber located between the slitted end and said baf 
fle, whereby in event of excess internal pressure 
reversing the lipped end of the sleeve member into 
the second chamber, said baffle interceding will 
prevent the lipped end from being urged thru the 
openings of the Cage. 
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